Assessment of organ dose and image quality in head and chest CT examinations: a phantom study.
The purpose of this study is to assess dose for radiosensitive organs and image quality in head and chest computed tomography (CT) examinations. Our focus was in the brain, eye lens and lung organs using two protocols; one protocol with fixed mAs and filtered back projection (FBP) and another with tube current modulation (TCM) and sinogram affirmed iterative reconstruction (SAFIRE). Measurements were performed on a 128-slice CT scanner by placing thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) in an anthropomorphic adult phantom. Results were compared to a CT-Expo software. Objective image quality was assessed in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). SPSS software was used for data analyses. Results showed that, using TCM, doses were reduced by 22.84%-25.06% for brain, by 21.82%-23.48% for eye lens and by 54%-53.22% for lung with TLD and CT-Expo respectively. The increased SNR and CNR values achieved for scans performed with TCM combined with iterative reconstruction techniques were 38.68%-58.81% and 38.91%-43.60% respectively. We conclude that, using TCM, a significant mean organ dose reduction is achieved for brain, eye lens and lung organs. Then, combined with iterative reconstruction, image quality was well maintained in terms of SNR and CNR. Thus it is highly recommended in clinical practice optimization in head and chest CT examinations.